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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following attacks are DDoS attacks? (Select 4
Answers)
A. FTP attack

B. SYN/ACK flood
C. SYN flood
D. UDP flood
E. HTTP get flood
Answer: B,C,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Section A (1 Mark)
A(n) _____________ is an assurance that investors will be
repaid in the event of the default of the underlying loans in a
securitization. These can be internal or external to the
securitization process and lower the risk of the securities.
A. Credit Default Swap
B. Special Purpose Vehicle
C. Credit enhancement
D. Stand line of credit
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Hotspot Question
A database named DB2 uses the InMemory query mode. Users
frequently run the following query:
You need to configure SQL Server Profiler to determine why the
query is performing poorly.
Which three event should you monitor on the SQL Server Profiler
trace events configuration page? To answer, select the
appropriate options in the answer area.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
By using SQL Profiler, you can intercept two classes of trace
events from Analysis Services, DAX Query Plan and DirectQuery
events, both generated by the DirectQuery engine. Here, in this
scenario we have a DAX Query.
DAX Query Plan events are generated by the DAX formula. By
using the In-Memory mode, you store a copy of data in the
xVelocity (VertiPaq) storage engine.
Figure: This is how a query is executed by using In-Memory
mode.
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